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Preface

The International Conference on Subject-Oriented Business Process Management, S-BPM ONE 2013, started in 2009 and celebrated its fifth anniversary this year. During these years, S-BPM has become a well-known method for understandable, agile, and communicative modeling of business processes in research, teaching, and practice. Simultaneously, S-BPM ONE has been established as the most important event in which to present and discuss new ideas and approaches in the context of S-BPM. The 2012 conference in the beautiful city of Vienna focused on “Education and Industrial Developments.” With the 2013 conference at the University of Applied Sciences in Deggendorf we took a step further to concentrate on: “Running Processes”!

The Program Committee of S-BPM ONE consisted of 29 international scientists and practitioners. In all, 25 submissions were reviewed via an anonymous peer-review process. Finally, the Program Committee accepted 19 contributions that are published in these conference proceedings. The Program Committee also selected the “best paper,” which was presented and awarded at the conference.

We were proud to present Ralf Helbig as the keynote speaker. The title of his keynote was “S-BPM: The Game Changing Approach.” His talk was an exciting introduction to the conference focus on running processes. Another highlight was the dinner talk by Mario Herger on “Enterprise Gamification – How Using Gaming Principles Can Improve Company Success.”

The conference was organized in subject areas that were partially presented in time-parallel sessions. The following sessions were offered:

Running Concepts
This session focused on innovative concepts in business process management. The contributions ranged from “Managing Absences,” to “Intuitive Comprehensibility,” to “Domain-Specific Languages for S-BPM.”

Running BPM Types
Selected types of “business process management” (BPM) were presented in this session. Example contributions were “Rule Agent-Oriented Scientific Workflow Execution” and “Exception Handling” in process execution.

Running Applications
“Running Applications” presented interesting examples together with critical analysis of usual as well as unusual use cases of business process management. We considered applications in the areas of “ERP” and “Activity-Based Costing” as well as new approaches to a “Subject Phase Matrix” and the “Use of Qualitative Research Methods.”
Running Ideas
This session was something special. We facilitated discussions about new ideas, projects, and experiences.

Running Solutions
The final session presented case studies and reports on proven solutions in the area of business process management.

We would like to thank the members of the Program Committee for providing high-quality reviews on the papers published in this volume. In some cases, there have been major improvements from the originally submitted papers to the finally published versions. We also thank all authors for sharing their “running concepts, BPM types, applications, ideas and solutions.” We hope that this publication will support further work in the field.

We particularly thank our Organization Chairs, Jennifer Hauer and Max Dirndorfer. They were a great support in planning and running the conference. Working in this team was a continued pleasure. Furthermore, the expert support from Metasonic by Katrin Kindermann and Marion Wagner contributed to the success of this venue. We are also obliged to the E-Learning Center of the university and the video team organized by Ernst Jürgens for producing the video documentation of the presentations during the conference. The Institute of Innovative Process Management (I2PM) gave strong support during the planning process. Many thanks to Werner Schmidt!

For the opportunity to host this conference at the University of Applied Sciences Deggendorf we especially thank President Peter Sperber and the Dean of the Faculty of Management, Economics, and Computer Science, Johannes Grabmeier.

We also would like to thank Leonie Kunz and Aliaksandr Birukou from Springer for their assistance and support during the preparation of the proceedings.

Finally and most importantly, we are very grateful for the generous support by our sponsors who are listed on the following pages. The conference and the proceedings would not have been possible without their help.
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